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SUMMARY
The twin needs to reduce the dosage of plant protection chemicals and to
optimize spraying work inspired this contribution. This manual describes ways of
improving the use of plant protection products.
The usual spraying technique in developing countries like Indonesia mostly uses
too much water with too low a concentration of chemical. Most of the spray is
not deposited on the target, thus polluting the environment. This poor technique
results in unsatisfactory control of diseases and pests. In an attempt to
rectify this, spraying is repeated almost every other day, leading to high
residues in some parts of crops. The risk of this is especially high in mixed
cropping.
The technique proposed in this publication is to spray a reduced amount of
liquid with a very restricted drop spectrum, around 200 microns (no drops
sensitive to drift or evaporation, no big drops unable to stay on the target).
It should result in about 100 droplets/cm2 everywhere in the crop sprayed.
This could be achieved by using special flat spray nozzles and a constant low
pressure. It is practised in Europe very successfully and could be transferred
to countries like Indonesia too, by means of applied research and extension.
The simple spraying method currently practised in Indonesia involves using a
spray lance on the traditional knapsack sprayer. The lance is moved jerkily and
uncontrolledly during spraying. Only some of the spray lands on the target, the
rest is wasted and polluts the environment. A spectacular improvement could be
achieved by switching to the nozzle type and technique advised in this manual.
In many cases,using a small boom instead of the lance will contribute to an
even distribution of spray.
A specially designed boom should be used to spray beds.The end nozzles of this
boom are positioned so that the spray does not land outside the bed.
If these proposals are implemented, the amount of chemicals necessary for
spraying in Indonesia could be drastically reduced. Further aid is necessary to
refine the improvements.

1. INTRODUCTION TO SPRAYING TECHNIQUES
1.1 General introduction
Integrated Pest Management (IPM) involves applying crop protecting chemicals
optimally. By comparison with present-day practice in Indonesia, the technique
used to achieve this:
- uses less water and increases the effective dose;
- uses less active ingredient of the chemical;
- lengthens the duration of effective control.
At present, modern crop production is almost impossible without crop protection
chemicals. In developing countries, however, the technique of applying these
chemicals is deplorable. Not only is much too much water used, but the intervals
between spraying are also ^ery short. This can lead to high residues in mixed
vegetable cropping, as found near Lembang, Indonesia. It is dangerous to consume
crops with such a visible residue.
The current technique of spraying onions at Klampok near Brebes in Java,
Indonesia, which uses a standard knapsack sprayer, results in at least 80 per
cent of the spray liquid not remaining on the target but falling on the soil in
the onion beds and in the adjacent irrigation ditches.
InKlampok it was demonstrated that with improved spraying techniques the onions
can be completely covered with small drops. These techniques also enable the
amount of active ingredient of the chemical to be reduced.
The easy availability of various pesticides and additives should not result in
residues in crops and in contamination of the environment -both of which are a
threat to public health. Nor should the health of the operator be at risk: the
techniques of spraying practised nowadays in developing countries can expose him
to dangerous levels of chemical, especially in the long run.
The objective of this course requested by LEHRI is for more know-how in spraying
techniques to become available at the institute and field stations. The training
of farmers could be tackled at a later stage. It should be noted that present
methods of applying chemicals to crops are changing rapidly in the western
world. Therefore, some basic information about improved spraying techniques is
included in this course.

1.2 Spraying process
Chemicals to protect crops or to kill weeds are mostly sprayed as a solution in
water. In this way water acts as a dilutant and as acarrier. By producing small
-110.890876.1

droplets an even distribution is possible with small amounts of liquid.
When pesticides were first introduced no technique for accurate spraying was
available. So, at first these chemicals were applied by a watering can. This is
still sometimes done.Using this method the chemical is applied with a large
amount of water, and thus in a very low concentration.
The advent of the sprayer meant that some pressure could be given to the spray
liquid to transport it to the target, and the droplet spectrum could be
influenced by the type of the nozzle.
If droplets are to be deposited in a target area (normally leaves) of a crop,
they have to overcome acritical speed to break through the air resistance
around the subject (see figure 1 ) .The critical speed required depends on the
dimensions of the crop or its specific parts and the droplet size.

direction of flow

soil
Figure 1.Flowlines of air with droplets in it, around obstacles.
Big droplets go straight to the target, while smaller ones follow the flowlines
of the air.They are first deflected around the obstacle and then caught up in
the turbulence behind the obstacle, which can push them onto the obstacle.
With standard spraying processes the speed of the droplet is generally higher
than 1m/s,which is often not enough for good direct penetration of the crop
canopy. By using recently developed systems of air-assisted spraying, the speed
at leaving the nozzle can be up to 25-30 m/s,while by the time droplets reach
the target, they may still have a speed of 5-8m/s.

•210.890876.2

1.3 Purpose, strategy
The purpose of applying chemicals in crop protection is to deposit an optimal
amount of active ingredient on the target. Each situation (pest, disease),
requires a different amount of active ingredient, together with an optimal
droplet spectrum and.an optimal amount of water.This has to be examined
experimentally, in relation to the biological and chemical complex formed by the
crop and the pest or disease involved. The weather at the time of application
will also influence results. In practice, the amount of water used is often far
too high. In Indonesia it is often over 1000 1/ha, see also table 1.
Table 1.Categories of amount of water used in spraying (in 1/ha).
High volume spraying (HV)

200 - 1500

Low volume spraying (LV)

5- 200

Ultra low volume spraying (ULV)

1-

5

The strategy in modern spraying techniques is not to stipulate the amount of
water required, but to specify the spraying advice in terms of number of
droplets per cm^ and their desirable size.This strategy not only results in
less of water being used, but also in a reduction in the chemicals used (fewer
kilograms or liter per ha).In the Netherlands, for instance, it has been found
to be possible to decrease the dose of the crop protection chemicals by
one-third by using certain new techniques. A preliminary investigation in
Indonesia indicated that there are opportunities for reductions of the same
magnitude there too.

1.4 Effect of weather on results of spraying
The weather can greatly influence the results of spraying. This has to be
examined by spraying experimental plots, see appendix 1.Three main factors are
involved: temperature, humidity and wind.
Temperature
The temperature is acritical factor in the spraying process,especially when
temperatures are high, as in Indonesia. The evaporation of droplets depends on
their size and the temperature:

10.890876.3

Table 2. Rate of evaporation of droplets at a temperature of 20°C and a humidity
of 80%.
Droplet size in mu

Seconds for evaporation

300

400

200

200

100

50

50

12J

As can be seen in table 2, the smallest droplets evaporate fastest. At
temperatures higher than 20°C the process of evaporation will of course be much
faster, in particular for the smaller droplets.
The speed at which a droplet travels from a nozzle to a target isusually at
least 1m/s.Thus in practice only the very small droplets will evaporate
rapidly, especially at high temperatures. The droplet spectrum of a nozzle
should therefore not include such very small droplets. Nozzles should be checked
to ensure they comply.
Evaporation of small droplets can easily contribute to the contamination of the
environment and to the poisoning the person operating the sprayer.
Humidity
At ahumidity of less than about 50% the evaporation of droplets can be too
rapid, both in the air and after deposition on the target. It is therefore not
recommended to spray when the humidity is lower than 50%.
A humidity of over 80% isconsidered to be too high because at this humidity,
dew or mist droplets (50-100 microns GO can be present on the target. This might
prevent pesticides and insecticides from being effective.
Thus, 50%and 80%Relative Humidity (RV) are critical limits.For Indonesia this
should be confirmed in experiments in specific climatic zones.A polymeter could
be helpful for this research. It shows the saturation pressure and the dew point
(see appendix2 ) .
Wind speed
Wind drift will be discussed in section 3.6. At wind speeds of more than 4 m/s
(or comparable values, see table 3) spraying is not advisable because of the
drift.

10.890876.4

Table 3.Wind strength conversion table:Beaufort scale,
Windforce

Visual

KNMI

according to

indication

m/second

Notes
km/hour

Beaufort

0

0.2

0.3 - 1.5

<1

1-3

Ideal spraying

1.6 - 3.3

weather
3.4 - 5.4

^BQESis»

10

5

5.5 - 7.9
8.0 - 10,7

11-16
17-21

6

10.8- 13.8

22 -27

7

13.9- 17.1

28-33

8

17.2-20.7

34-40

9

20.8-24.4

41 -47

10

24.5- 28.4

48-55

11

28.5-32.6

56-63

4

12

>32.6

Spraying with special
equipment only

>63

Source:Royal Dutch Meteorological Institute (KNMI).
The wind speed can bemeasured with an anemometer (see appendix 3). In research
on spraying herbicides,insecticides and pesticides thewind speed has tobe
checked before and after spraying and recorded on the observation sheet.
A special observation sheet fordescribing theweather conditions isenclosed as
appendix 1.
Another negative effect ofwind is its influence on the evaporation of
pesticides and insecticides after application. Someof thesechemicals are
formulated towork inthe vapour phase.These chemicals can cause serious
contamination of the environment,especially when applied inwindyconditions.

•5-
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2. SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
An instruction programme (illustrated by slides) should be used to inform
farmers about the safety precautions needed during the whole process of mixing
and spraying pesticides and insecticides.This programme should deal with
instructions for the safe transport and storage of these chemicals,aswell as
with instructions for the safety of the operator.

-610.890876.6

3.TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF SPRAYING
3.1 Size and quantity of drops needed
Crops cannot hold large amounts of water; furthermore big drops fall off the
crop. The strategy is therefore not to give a lot of liquid, but to apply a
small amount, in drops of appropriate size and quantity.The aim is an even
distribution and droplets as uniform as possible. When too much liquid isused as is the case in Indonesia - drops overlap on the target, eventually negatively
affecting the control of pests and diseases,because the active ingredient is
thereby diluted.
Most insecticides and fungicides act on contact, but those that are systemic
should be applied in the same way. However, these pesticides that have been
available for many years were originally approved for general use on the basis
of tests inwhich they were diluted with large amounts of water.They should
therefore be re-evaluated in the light of modern spraying practice.
The drops produced by spray nozzles, including Indonesian types of knapsack
sprayer, generally vary from about 20 to 600 microns (0.02-0.6 mm):see testing
results in section 4.1. A small range of drops is required for spraying
outdoors. Drops with a diameter of less than 150microns are too susceptible to
wind drift and evaporation; drops larger than about 400 microns do not remain on
the crop. Ifbig drops land on the target, they either roll off directly or
split up into smaller drops,most of which then roll off.
Table 4. Classification of drops,based on their diameter inmicrons.
Image group
Very fine
Fine
Median
Rather coarse
Coarse

Code

VF
F
M
RC
C

VMD of the spectrum in microns
80 - 150
150- 200
200 - 300
300 - 400
400 -600

Normally, a few very small drops are present in every drop spectrum; however,
they form only a low percentage of the total volume of liquid. Half of the
volume are mostly in the middle range of the specific spectrum, and a few are
present as bigger drops.
The Volume Median Diameter (VMD) isused to classify drops in the drop spectrum.
The VMD or the D 50of the volume,means that 50 per cent of the volume of the
drops have a diameter below that value (see figure2 ) .
-710.890876.7
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VMD=250microns
Figure2.Drops 1to8together contain asmuch liquid asdrops9,10and 11.
TheVMDortheD50ofthevolume lies between drops8and9 (for
instance,VMD250microns).
D10isthedrop diameter below which 10percentofthetotal volumeis.
D90isthedrop diameter below which90percentofthetotal volume is.Using
these valuesonecanalso analyse thewidthofthedrop spectrum.
For good control ofpestsanddiseases themean drop size shouldbeabout,but
not more than200 microns.
Smaller drop sizesarestill effective,butadisadvantage isthat theyaretoo
susceptible todriftandthat thespectrum also consistsoftoomany very small
drops.
In figure3itisdemonstrated on4mm 2(enlarged scale intheillustration!)
thatonedropof400microns only covers1.8mm 2ofthe4mm 2 , while four drops
of250microns already cover75percentofthearea. When thedropsare50
microns thewhole area isalmost completely covered.
This coverage isachieved using thesame amountofliquid.Thus1dropof400
microns isthesameas4dropsof250micronsand490dropsof50microns(see
also table6 ) .

1,—-,.—

'•1
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#••#•••••••

•• • • • • « af—*.

c. About400drops

a. Dropof400microns b.Four dropsof
250microns

••++ •*'••'••••

of50microns

Figure3.Coveragebyvarious drop sizes,based onthesame amountofliquid,on
an areaof4mm 2 .
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Researchers (including thoseatPAGV,Lelystad)have found that about100
drops/cm?issufficient foroptimal control ofpestsanddiseases.ForIndonesia
this valuehastobeconfirmed inexperiments,but100drops/cm2 could safelybe
advised forthetime being.This coveragecanbeachieved byusing only40
litersofliquid perhectareandadrop diameterof200microns (seetables5
and6 ) .
With acrop,thesurfaceperhectarecanincrease about fivetoeight times,
dependentonthetypeofcrop (Leaf Area Index (LAI)5to8 ) .Inthis case,the
total numbersofdrops required tocontrol apestordisease alsohastobe
multiplied accordingly (seetable 6 ) .Inthis context itcanbeadvised touse
200or3001/ha,depending onthecrop canopy. Ifthedropsare200microns,
then477dropsareavailable percm 2at200liters/haand716dropsare
available percm?at3001/ha.AtanLAIof5or7this isenough toachievethe
normof100drops.
Asanexample theLAIofmature ricecrop=2,thatofmature tomato crop=7.
Table5.Amountofwater required perhectare foraspecific drop sizetoproduce respectively 100or500dropspercm?.
Sizeofthedrops
inmicrons

Litersperhectare required
100drops/cm2

100
200<--desirable

500drops/cm2

5.23

26.15

41.88

250

209.40

81.81

409.05

300

141.37

706.85

400

335.10

1675.50

When thedrop size ishalved,about eight timesasmany dropspercm 2are
produced,ascanbeseen intable6.
The following formulacanbeusedtocalculate theliters required perhectare:
n=60/nx(100/d)3=Q
(n=numberofdrops/cm2 desired;d=drop size inmicrons;Q=litersper
hectare).
Another factor used in this context is the coverage. A coverage of about only
three per cent in combination with a drop size of 200 microns has proved
s u f f i c i e n t in various experiments and in practice.
In table 6 (next page) the relations are given for various situations. For
instance, 40 1/ha l i q u i d with drops of 200 microns produces about 100 drops/cm2
and gives a coverage of 3% and a mutual distance of only about 1 mmbetween the

•9-
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coverage andmutual distance ofdrops.Apractical guide,developedby
PAGV.
Amount
ofliquid
liters/hectare

Dropsize
inmicrons

Numberof
dropsper

Percentage
coverage

Mutual distance
inmm

cm2

1
25
25
25
25
25

2
50
100
200
250
300

3

40
40
40
40
40
40

50
100
200
250
300
400

6112

12.0

764
95
49
28
12

6.0
3.0
2.4
2.0
1.5

100
100
100
100
100

100
200
250
300
400

1910

15.0

239
122
71
30

7.5
6.0
5.0

150
150
150
150
150

100
200
250
300
400

2865

200
200
200
200
200

100
200
250
300
400

3820

250
250
250
250
250

100
200
250
300
400

4775

300
300
300
300
300

100
200
250
300
400

5730

400
400
400
400
400

100
200
250
300
400

7639

800
800
800
800

100
200
250
300

15279
1910

3820

477
60
31
18

358
183
106
45
477
244
141
60
597
306
177
75
716
367
212
90
955
489
283
119

978
566

19099
1000
100
2387
1000
200
1222
1000
250
707
1000
300
>100%meansover •lap
* = %coverage
negativemutual distancemeans overlap
-10-

4
7.5
3.75
1.875

1.5
1.25

3.75
22.5
11.25

9.0
7.5
5.625
30.0
15.0
12.0
10.0

5
0.11
0.37
1.26
1.90
2.73
0.08
0.27
0.92
1.38
1.95
3.51
0.13
0.48
0.72
1.01
1.75
0.09
0.35
0.53
0.74
1.29

7.5

0.06
0.27
0.42
0.59
1.03

37.5
18.75
15.0
12.5
9.375

0.05
0.22
0.34
0.49
0.86

45.0
22.5
18.0
15.0
11.25

0.03
0.18
0.29
0.41
0.73

60.0
30.0
24.0
20.0
15.0

0.01
0.13
0.21
0.31
0.57

120.0*
60.0
48.0
40.0
150.0*
75.0
60.0
50.0

-0.02*
0.03
0.07
0.13
-0.03*
0.00
0.04
0.08
10.890876in

drops. With 200 l/ha and dropsof200 microns, 477 drops are sprayed per cm2;in
this methodavegetation withanLAIupto5can still becovered
satisfactorily. Using very big dropsof400microns and 300 1/haitgives only
90 drops/cm^, which canbetoo low. Becauseoftheir larger size,big drops give
a better coverage, about11per centonaflat surface,and they are also closer
together. Dropsof400 microns, however, are notatall advisable, becauseof
the run-off and subsequent wasteofchemicals.
In figure4the effectofirregular spraying with different drop sizes (left)is
compared with spraying the same amountofliquid insmaller, uniform drops
(right).

Figure 4.Two leaves sprayed with the same amountofliquid; the oneonthe left
withasmall numberofbig drops and irregular spread, whileon the
leafonthe right the coverage isalmost ideal.
The big drops easily fall off the target directlyorsplitupinto
smaller ones when they touch the target andbysodoing also fall
off.

-1110.890876.11

3.2 Different spray nozzles
The liquid issprayed under pressure through thespray nozzle.Apump buildsup
the pressure required. Special filters arenecessary toprevent thenozzles from
clogging.Thefilter isindispensable ifwater from irrigation canalsorother
open water isused.Thefilter consist ofanumber ofsquare holes. Dimensions
are given intable7.
Table 7.Filter sizes forsprayers.
Size inMesh (=number ofholes perinch) Internal dimension inmm
16

50
80

l.l x1.1

ÉPBPtS assisgœa mum a r •'.?*!
I j g p l mmm feVïsil I •••I
»ifitîîi
SiuUilftÜtS
30Riik/liicl

ï::-:;::;;u$:3i

^üiiiva
50Risk/itck

l i l i S o i u I ihn« mniJ
80mth/lKk 100Mtk/ltck

100
200

°*53 x ° ' 5 3
0.28 x 0.28
0.18 X 0.18

0.15 x0.15
0.08 x 0.08

The standard filter built inall sprayers is50Mesh.Aspecial fine filterof
100 Mesh isused fornozzles with asmall outlet.

3.2.1 Nozzle types
Nozzlescanbedivided into three groups:
-hollowandfull cone nozzle;
- flat spray tips;
- deflector type spray tips.

3.2.1.1 Hollow andfull cone nozzle
This typeofnozzle isbuiltupofvarious parts.Ithasaswirl plate toforma
conical spray pattern. Ifthenozzle hasahole inthemiddle ofitsbase plate
it iscalled afull cone nozzle,asisillustrated infigure 5 (right).

-1210.890876.12

Figure 5. Spray imageofahollow cone andafull cone nozzle.
The hollow and full cone nozzles were-andinmany cases still are-the standard nozzles used inportable field plot sprayers. When special field plot
sprayers were introduced inEurope about 30years ago, they were equipped -and
in many cases still are equipped -withasmall Birchmeier Helico Saphir hollow
cone nozzle. These nozzles used large amountsofliquid, generally between500
and 1000 1/ha.This isthe same amount usedbythe traditional knapsack sprayer
(0.3-21/minute)and, until afewyears ago,bymotorized sprayers.
A special drop spectrum iscreatedbychoosing anozzle combination inthe way
illustrated infigure6.

-1310.890876.13
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673A,1.3mm 673A
nozzle

2F-0.6 2F

nozzle

F

nozzle

hole, 1.6mm hole 1.6 hole 1.2

nozzle

nozzle

hole1.2 hole1.2

spray pattern
very coarse

fine

coarse

very fine very fine

Figure6.Nozzle combinationsofthespecial Birchmeier Helico Saphir full cone
and hollow cone nozzleforhand-operated field plot sprayer.
For herbicides,avery coarse pattern (producedby1.6-673A-1,3)orafine
pattern (asproducedbythecombination 673A-1.6) used tobeadvised.For
fungicidesandinsecticides only thenozzle witha1.2mmorificewasadvised;
this because a yery fine spray patternwasthought desirableatthat time.The
combination of2F-1.2couldbeused forthis purpose.
The combinations 2F-0.6-1.2andF-1.2arenolonger used.
The drop spectra andoutputandqualityanddurabilityofthese nozzles were
recently examined atPAGV. Several disadvantages were found:
-huge variations inoutput between nozzlesofthesame type;
-pressure reduction inbetween manometerandnozzlecanbeunacceptably high
(upto50percent).
Someofthese disadvantages arecausedbychemicals blocking thenozzle. When
several nozzlesaremounted onaboom,thecoefficientofvariation inoutput
between nozzles shouldbeless than 10percent. When these Birchmeier andother
•14-
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holloworfull cone nozzles were mounted onaboom itwasoften between 30and
40percent, which isunacceptably high.
The drop spectrumofacone nozzle ismostly \ery wide. Itcontains toomany
small drops (contributing todrift)andalarge number ofbigdrops (whichare
not effective). Itisalso theexperience ofPAGV andofmany other users that
the difference inoutputofthenozzles ofoneandthesame typeandseriesis
often toolarge.This mightbeaneffect oflowquality production technique.
The specifications ofacone type nozzleare:
-thespray image isnotsharply delineated (i.e.itisdiffuse);
-thespray pattern iswide, mostly containing toomany small drops.Thisis
especially thecase when used with ahigh pressure. Under these circumstances
it also gives toomuch drift;
-thepenetration power is yerylow;
-apressure ofatleast3bars isnecessary togetanacceptable spray image;
-theVMDofthehollow cone type is100to400microns, thatofthefull cone
nozzle 300to700microns;
-itisalmost impossible tospray very lowvolumes ofliquid, with afull come
nozzle. This because oftherelatively high output andtherelatively high
VMD. Itisalmost impossible tospray the\/ery lowvolumeofliquid thata
flatfannozzlecanhandle.

3.2.1.2 Flat spray nozzles
This nozzle only consists ofaspecial spray tip, which hasaflat opening,see
figure 7.Itproduces aflat spray pattern.
This nozzle hasnobase plate.Theelliptical pattern itproduces dependson
the sizeofthetipandthepressure ofthespray liquid.
The flat spray nozzle isthemost popular nozzle.Atlowpressure,theflat
spray nozzle gives larger drops than thehollow cone nozzle andisthereby less
sensitive towind.
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ATLOW
PRESSURE

Figure 7. Spray imageofaflat spray nozzle tip,inthe middle the standard
one,inthe left theXRnozzle,onthe right the band spray nozzle.
The characteristicsofaflat spray nozzle are:
-arather low output;
-sharply delineated elliptical spray pattern;
-when the spray top angleofthe nozzleislarge (110°) then the necessary
distance from the targetisonly30cm;
-good and regular distributionofthe spray liquid;
-effective transporttothe target (leaf surface)because the spray emergesin
straight lines;
-onaverage the drops are bigger than those producedbyacone type nozzle; the
VMOisbetween 200 and 600microns;
-the nozzle canbeusedatlow pressure and gives less drift than the cone type
nozzle.
In ordertogetagood and regular spray pattern the nozzles havetobeatan
angleofatleast5°tothe driving direction when mountedonaboom,toprevent
them from spraying into each other.Anangleof20°iseven more preferable.
Both positions are illustrated infigure8.
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25cm,nozzles at5'

50cm, nozzlesat20c

Figure8.Flat spray nozzles shouldbemounted atanangleofatleast 5° (but
preferatly at20°)tothedriving direction ontheboomofthe
sprayer.Thespray patterns oftheindividual nozzles should nottouch
each other.
The Extended Range (XR) typeofTeejetandtheLandwirtschaft Universal(LU)
typeofLechlerarespecial variants ofthis nozzle. Both have thesame shape,
have thesame number andcolour codeandhave moreorlessthesame
characteristics (quantity andsizeofdrops). These nozzlescanbeseen asa
further refinement oftheflat spray nozzle.Thespecial features arethat they
canbeused atvery lowpressures (from 1barupwards)andhavea restricted
spectrum around their VMD.Seealso figure 9andchapter3.4.
XRorLU
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Figure9.Narrow drop spectraofnewflatfannozzle types such asTeejet XR and
LechlerLU.
As mentioned earlier standard flat fannozzles arebetter than hollow andfull
cone nozzles.TheTeejet XRandtheLechlerLUare, however,afurther
improvement.
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3.2.1.3 Deflector type spray tips
This typeofnozzle sprays theliquid indirectly.Aflatorslightly rounded
surface inside thenozzle, deflects theliquid sothat itemerges atanspray
angleof90°(orless).
This nozzle isused forspecial purposes only,forexamide toapply herbicides
in Indonesia. Italsocanbeused tospray atonangleof90°with alancein
tall crops.Thenozzle produces alarge rangeofdrop sizes, with aVMDof300
to600microns. Itis \/ery susceptible todrift.Thenozzle isillustratedin
figure10.

Figure 10.Oeflector type spray nozzle,

5.3. Membranes andturret nozzle holders
After thelockofasprayer isclosed thepressure doesnotalways fall
immediately throughout thesystemandtherefore some dropscanstill emerge from
the nozzle.This dripping canbeavoided bytheuseofamembrane mounted ina
short tubeandkept inposition byashort pieceofstring. Iftheliquidis
transported atacertain pressure themembrane will open, allowing theliquidto
reach thenozzle. Most membranes open atapressure between 0.3and1 bar.
Figure 11(next page) shows theposition ofsome partsofthetypesofnozzles
discussed, including themembrane.
Inaturret nozzle holder threeormore nozzlescanbemounted inoneuniton
one outletoftheconduit pipe. Ifdifferent typesofnozzles arefitted, this
makes iteasy tochange theamountofwaterorthedrop spectrum (e.g.for
spraying experiments).
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boomofasprayer
conduit pipe
nozzle distance
ring

membrane

f i l t e r in the nozzle
(used in some cases)
ring
cone t i p
with spray t i p and back
plate
f l a t spray t i p
deflector type
nozzle holder

nozzle

Figure 11.Partsofasprayer.

I

Figure 12. Turret nozzle holder,
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3.4 Effectofpressure,topangleandspray height
The effectofspray pressure will beillustrated with table8,which showsthe
amountofliquid emittedbystandard, flat,Teejet spray nozzles,theTeejetXR
and theTeejetLowPressure (=LP) nozzlesandtheLechlerLUnozzle, which are
all flat spray nozzles.
The capacity inliters perhectarecanbecalculated bytheformula.
L/HA =L/MIN x600
km/ha xnozzle spacing (or,with onenozzle,therequired working width
oftheswath sprayed.
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